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A Safer Way to Move

Our Mission
PHS West is a relationship 

focused organization providing 
innovative products for a safe 

and efficient workplace.

FEATHERWEIGHT®

Surgical Carts
House all essential surgical equipment on a cart 
configured to suit your needs.

Surgical Carts

Frustrated by medical carts limiting your equipment choices? 
PHS West Surgical Carts are designed to fit your needs, not 
the other way around. Experience improved organization and 
efficiency with a solution tailor made for the needs of your 
operating room.

We believe that happy employees 
create exceptional products. 
That’s why we foster a workplace 
that values creativity, problem 
solving, and a desire to improve 
the lives of professionals. 

This dedication is reflected in 
every PHS West product.

Brandon Thompson
DIGITAL MARKETING SPECIALIST

OUR HISTORY
For more than twenty-five years, we have been providing 
purpose-built medical carts. Our sales representatives have 
worked one-on-one with hundreds of facilities across North 
America. As such, we have been able to help countless 
hospitals enhance their workflow. 

PHS West is here to help you configure the perfect cart to 
meet your specific needs. Contact us today to begin your 
complimentary consultation.
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SURGICAL CARTS DESIGNED AROUND YOU
Several aspects go into ensuring we will design the perfect solution 
to your needs.

COLLABORATIVE DESIGN PROCESS
We place an emphasis on building quality relationships based on honesty and trust. Our dedicated 
and experienced team members work with you through the design process from the first call through 
product implementation and beyond. Our team will ask the right questions and provide the right 
solution for you.

VIRTUAL DESIGN REVIEW
PHS West takes pride in being at the cutting edge of digital communications. Schedule a virtual 
meeting with your sales representative to review designs. Participate in product demonstrations from 
any location via our virtual show room. Rest assured that you will know exactly what to expect before 
making a final decision.

HOLISTIC CUSTOMER FOCUS
We strive to make each customer experience outstanding through the entire life of the product.

Featherweight® Surgical Carts

Configurable Design
We use modular components allowing each accessory, shelf, and 
storage option to be positioned according to your unique equipment 
requirements.

Compatibility
Design a cart to fit your existing equipment for seamless integration 
into your operating room.

Optimal Workflow
Get more out of your cart with accessible shelving, integrated cable 
management, and optional adjustable keyboard and monitor positioning.


